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Octopus Octopus represents a new generation of 
fingerpost systems. 

Like Chameleon, its Workshop 2 stable 
mate, Octopus can be dressed up or 
pared down to fit into any environment.

Octopus is an engineered product, 
constructed from robust aluminium 
extrusions. Octopus has eight fixing 
positions on each collar and five collars 
can be stacked on top of each other. 
This makes Octopus more than flexible 
enough to meet any urban or campus 
wayfinding requirements.

Right
Octopus fingerposts at South Essex 
College
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What makes Octopus unique; is the 
octagonal telescopic spline that holds 
the collars in position. This can be 
raised or lowered to add or remove 
collars, without re-engineering on site. 
No more posts with redundant holes 
or drilling on site or obvious extensions 
or squeezing additional fingers onto 
existing collars.

Octopus posts, collars and finials 
are supplied finished in self-healing 
anodised aluminium as standard and 
can be painted or polyester powder 
coated in any RAL colour.
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Octopus fingers are very strong box 
section extrusions, that can be painted 
or polyester powder coated in any RAL 
colour. Graphics can be CNC cut vinyl, 
silkscreen printed or direct to media 
digital prints.

Octopus comes fitted with cross studs 
as standard, to set into a concrete 
footing. A footplate is also available to 
allow the sign to fit onto a root cage or 
chemical anchor bolts.

Octopus is suitable for town centres, 
business parks, hospital or university 
campuses or anywhere that pedestrians 
need directions.

Octopus is designed to compliment the 
Chameleon monolith system to provide 
a complete wayfinding solution for the 
outside world.

Left
Octopus fingerposts with added 
decorative collar and post dressing to 
create traditional looking fingerposts 
with contemporary functionality



Associated Products Include:

DSS 2.0Chameleon

Vertico

Footprint

GalleryFrameless HB Modular Sign System

Monoline
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